Specific targeting of tumor angiogenesis by RGD-conjugated ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide particles using a clinical 1.5-T magnetic resonance scanner.
Angiogenesis is essential for the development of malignant tumors and provides important targets for tumor diagnosis and therapy. To noninvasively assess the angiogenic profile of tumors, novel alpha(v)beta(3) integrin-targeted ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide particles (USPIOs) were designed and their specific uptake by endothelial cells was evaluated in vitro and in vivo. USPIOs were coated with 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) and conjugated with Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) peptides. Accumulation in human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) was evaluated using Prussian blue staining, transmission electron microscopy, magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. Uptake of RGD-USPIO by HUVECs was significantly increased when compared with unlabeled USPIO and could be competitively inhibited by addition of unbound RGD. The ability of the RGD-USPIO to noninvasively distinguish tumors with high (HaCaT-ras-A-5RT3) and lower (A431) area fractions of alpha(v)beta(3) integrin-positive vessels was evaluated using a 1.5-T MR scanner. Indeed, after RGD-USPIO injection, there was a more pronounced decrease in T(2) relaxation times in HaCaT-ras-A-5RT3 tumors than in A431 tumors. Furthermore, T(2)*-weighted images clearly identified the heterogeneous arrangement of vessels with alpha(v)beta(3) integrins in HaCaT-ras-A-5RT3 tumors by an irregular signal intensity decrease. In contrast, in A431 tumors with predominantly small and uniformly distributed vessels, the signal intensity decreased more homogeneously. In summary, RGD-coupled, APTMS-coated USPIOs efficiently label alpha(v)beta(3) integrins expressed on endothelial cells. Furthermore, these molecular MR imaging probes are capable of distinguishing tumors differing in the degree of alpha(v)beta(3) integrin expression and in their angiogenesis profile even when using a clinical 1.5-T MR scanner.